
Who is Software AG?  
Developer of the world’s most-capable integration platform.
Software AG Government Solutions is a market leader in best-in-class software solutions that support the federal government, 

state and local government and higher education. Our world-class product suites are based on a fully integrated secure 

digital platform that inherently removes the barriers of connecting data from every source across an extended enterprise. 

From rapidly automating a single manual process to connecting hundreds of disparate and independent IT systems, we pride 

ourselves on a reputation of delivering success.

The Software AG Secure Digital Platform

Integration, APIs 
& Microservices

Connect disparate 
systems throughout your 
extended IT ecosystem with 
guaranteed delivery and full 
auditability.

Business & IT 
transformation

Leverage leading-edge 
IT portfolio management, 
enterprise architecture and 
business process analysis 
solutions to optimize your 
operations.

Process 
Transformation

Visually create process-
driven and case 
management applications 
from a simplified forms-
based interface with 
direct connectivity to the 
underlying IT data and 
systems.

Analytics 
& decisions

Gain unprecedented real-
time visibility and actionable 
intelligence on big data 
streaming analytics from 
any source.

In-memory  
data

Immediately scale up and 
scale out existing Java® 
applications using the open 
source Ehcache standardfor 
extremely low, predictable 
latency at any scale.

Cloud Hybrid On premise

Complex IT,
Simplified.
Software AG Government Solutions at a glance



CONTACT US
Headquarters: Software AG Government Solutions, 12950 Worldgate Drive, Suite 300, Herndon, VA 20170

Email us at: Info@softwareaggov.com or visut us at www.softwareaggov.com
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S o f t w a r e  A G  G o v e r n m e n t  S o l u t i o n s  a t  a  g l a n c e

Helping customers successfully process billions of transactions
We are focused on building long-term, trusting relationships with our customers. That starts with our highly effective “Prove IT first and prove 

IT fast” approach to solving mission-critical IT challenges. We quickly prove the viability of our solutions in a customer’s environment with 

superior products and experienced technical resources in minimal time with little to no cost.  Embraced by our customers, this approach 

has been proven to minimize risks associated with IT investments.

Proven award-winning technology
Recognized as leading products by the industry’s top analyst firms, our software solutions are vendor—and platform—neutral, and deliver 

faster time-to-value. By combining proven products, process blueprints and fast implementation paths, we effectively address our 

customers’ toughest mission-critical business challenges.

Successful project delivery with subject matter experts
As a software company, we recognize the importance of providing an extraordinary level of subject matter expertise to ensure the 

successful implementation and use of our products. This is especially important in large-scale enterprise environments where a multitude 

of IT systems converge.

The involvement of our professional services organization enables the full value of your software investment. Our engagements involve a 

small number of consultants who focus on initial architectural planning through implementation, training and ongoing operations.

We work collaboratively with your internal personnel as well as outsourced systems integrators and partners to ensure success. Our focus is 

always on delivering results that reinforce the value of our software and never on maximizing billable service hours.

Want to Our Digital Platform offers …

Quickly automate manual processes? A rapid application development factory to help you assemble lightweight applications in 

either cloud-based or on-premises environments in weeks.

Connect silos of information across your 

enterprise with access to data in real time?

Proven and scalable integration products to connect the dots between applications, 

partners, devices, services, big data and APIs.

Capture and manage processes? Modeling and analysis capabilities that map business processes and their dependencies 

to drive process optimization.

Capture and manage the components 

within your IT portfolio?

The only IT Portfolio Management product ranked by analysts as a leader in IT Portfolio 

Management and Enterprise Architecture because it’s able to successfully align your 

entire IT environment with mission strategy and cost metrics. An essential tool for 

FITARA compliance.

Speed up and scale mission-critical 

applications?

Distributed in-memory data management with extremely low, predictable latency at any 

scale; able to be embedded across COTS and open-source-based applications.

Try before you buy? The opportunity to validate that our solutions will work in your environment before 

making any investment. It is our “Prove IT first and prove IT fast” approach.




